Strength effects after whole-body vibration in elderly population – a systematic review and meta-analysis
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1. Background

Decrease of muscle strength, gait ability and balance are the main factors for about 26% of falls in nursing homes. The risk of falling rises by up to 6.2 times after strength loss in the leg muscles (1). Strength training and exercise are traditional intervention methods in the field of sport and physical therapy. In recent years, whole body vibration was introduced as a new, attractive and efficient training method for improving power and strength (2-4). Due to the influence of WBV on the neuromuscular system and the triggering of reflex responses, mechanical vibrations have the potential to improve muscle strength (5-7).

Several studies have demonstrated that WBV improves strength in elderly healthy people. Trans et al. (8) showed a beneficial effect after 8 weekly WBV training sessions focused on strengthening the knee extensors and flexors. Bogaerts (9) described similar positive effects on the knee extensors. Furthermore, one training session can be completed in a short time; also, it seems to have the similar ability to increase muscle strength as conventional strength training. Another positive aspect may be that WBV training showed no side effects.

However, while most WBV studies show varying results in strength or power, these results must be interpreted with caution. Thus, according to Colson et al. (10), no effects on students were examined after a WBV intervention.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that many of the studies published have methodological flaws. One explanation for the contradictory results could be attributed to the inconsistent training parameters used for the WBV training. The frequency, amplitude, duration of one vibration session, the number of vibration interventions (sessions per week), are all treatment parameters that need to be considered when applying WBV. The duration of the rest period between vibration sessions also seems to play an important role (11, 12). A pertinent question arises as to the strength of the evidence in the scientific literature for this type of intervention.

The purpose of this systematic review is to provide an overview of the evidence currently available for the use of WBV to improve strength or power in elderly people. Following aspects should be clarified in particular: 1) assessment of the quality and
internal validity of the studies reviewed; 2) description of the assessments used to document the effect of WBV on maximal voluntary contraction, power and force development rate; 3) composition of the WBV training parameters; and 4) conclusion about the clinical relevance. Furthermore, this re-view should produce some more conclusive insight into the effect of WBV on the strength and power in the elderly by summarizing the available studies in a meta-analysis.
2. Research question

The aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis is to establish the best evidence regarding whole-body vibration on strength, power, rate of force development and functional strength in elderly population. Specifically, the research questions are

1. What are the effects after whole-body Vibration training on the muscle strength in elderly people aged 65 years?
2. Are there differences on muscle strength between whole-body vibration and conventional strength training in elderly people aged 65 years?
3. Methods

3.1. Searching design

This systematic review and meta-analysis follows the PRISMA guideline. The search strategy aims to find published studies and articles. Following databases was conducted until November 2013:

- Cochrane Register of Controlled Trials,
- Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro)
- PubMed
- Science direct.

Hand search:

- Unpublished International Clinical Trials Registry Platform from the World Health Organization (WHO).
- Google scholar
- Manual search of the reference lists of retrieved publications was conducted.

3.2. Search strategy

3.2.1 Database

Cochrane Register of Controlled Trials

Search terms: “WBV”, „whole body vibration”, „whole body vibrations”, “whole-body vibration” and „vibration training”

PEDro

Search terms: „WBV”, „whole body vibration“, „whole-body vibration“ und „vibration training“.

PubMed

Search terms: (((((elderly) OR age) OR frail)) AND ((((((((((((strength)) OR ((power))) OR ((rate of force development))) OR ((force))) OR (((functional strengh) OR (force)))) OR (propriocept*))) OR (sensori-motor))) OR (gait stability))) OR (dynamic stability))) OR ((postural stability))) OR (postural balance))) OR ((postural balance))) OR (gait stability))) OR (dynamic stability))) OR (propriocept*))) OR (sensori-motor))) OR
((sensorimotor))) AND (("whole body vibration") OR ("whole body vibrations") OR (Vibration Training[tiab])) OR (stochastic stimulation) OR (stochastic training) OR (stochastic vibration) OR (Whole-Body Vibration) OR (Whole-Body-Vibration) OR (Whole-Body Vibrations) OR (Whole-Body-Vibrations) OR (WBV) OR (sinusoidal vibration) OR (noise vibration AND (therapy OR treatment OR training OR exercise)) OR (stochastic resonance therapy) OR (stochastic resonance treatment)))

Science direct


3.2.2 Hand search

International Clinical Trials Registry Platform and Google scholar „whole body vibration“, „WBV“ und „vibration“
4. Study selection

In the first round five reviewers (CJ, CN, NJS, SR, RH) screened title and abstract. Published randomised and non randomised controlled studies were eligible for inclusion. The studies examined the effects of whole-body vibration on isometric maximally voluntary contraction, rate of force development, power and functional strength. Exclusion criteria was current vibration, vibration via insoles, participants < 65 years and participants with diseases.
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5. Data extraction and methodology quality

Five reviewers (CJ, CN, NJS, SR, RH) assessed independently the methodological quality with “The Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias”. The criteria list comprised six items. Each item was scored with “+” if the criterion was met, with “-” if the criterion was not met, and with “?” if the information was not provided or was unclear.

Four authors (CJ, CN, NJS, SR) independently abstracted the following information from each of the included studies in the systematic review and meta-analysis: 1) design and sample; 2) inclusion criteria; 3) training parameters; 4) type of vibration plate; 5) change in strength, power and force development rate; 6) conclusions of the studies and statistical significance.

Heterogeneity was assessed by examining forest plots and the $I^2$ statistics. For statistical analysis the standardised mean differences (SMD) as effect measures, and presented as continuous data (mean values and SD or mean changes).
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